Wenonah Players Initiate Fifteen New Members

At the initiation meeting of the Wenonah Players Thursday evening, January 30, the following people became members of the club: Vivian Pederson, Jewell Nelson, Devoa Rich, Maynard Burt, Tom Sandberg, Ray Johnson, Max Hammond, Marjorie Morcomb, Ann Byrum, Gladys Sandfor, Millcove Thompson, Bill Post, Barbara Kissling, Delores Busse, and Maynard Burt.

Mr. Pawelek Works on Thesis; Completes Qualifying Exams

Stanley J. Pawelek of the Industrial Arts Department of the Winona State Teachers College, who is on leave of absence attending the Pennsylvania State College where he is doing graduate work, completed the matriculation (qualifying) examinations for the doctorate last week.

Kampus Kapers Proves Success

Kampus Kapers, sponsored by the Intermediate Grade Club, was held February first amid decorations which typed a truly American college scene. The guests found games down stairs and dancing upstairs. This side-and-side-winter party, was highly successful and very informal as was proven by the hospitality with which the college students did away with colds and hot dogs.
Youth's Hope Springs Eternal

The most precious asset of any country at any time is its people. And youth is a valuable part of that population. It has recently been estimated that the average population age in the United States is slightly over twenty-eight. The birth rate is and has been steadily decreasing.

In the world war (1914-1918) over eight and a half million people were killed; the total casualty list was nearly thirty-eight million. The United States casualties exceeded one-third of a million. Now, is the United States going to squander its human resources and jeopardize future generations? For — WHAT? If this generation fails, the future of the United States is slightly over twenty-eight. The birth rate is and has been steadily decreasing.

Youth's Hope!

More than all, and above all, Washington was master of self. If he be one quality more than another in his character which may exercise a useful control over the men of the present hour, it is the disregard of self when in the most elevated positions for influence and example.

Charles Francis Adams

Be Careful! You'll Lose Your Job!

Think of all the great manufacturing systems, banking houses and wonderful schools which we have. Think also of the scope of the daily papers and radios. Each day many individuals who eat, work, and think in the same manner bend their efforts toward the maintenance of these necessities which the American public demands. You see, each one of these persons is busy at work. Each person who does things. Each person employed must contribute his share or he is no longer a part of the scheme.
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Have You Got The Spirit?

Orion Mehus to Play Mendelssohn’s Concerto

Monday, February 10th, Orion Mehus will give a violin concerto in chapel. He will play the C minor concerto from Mendelssohn’s violin concerto in C minor. As an encore he has chosen the berenade in A by Ole Olson. Miss Edite Verani will accompany Orion.

The Poet’s Corner

The Earth’s Crown

The stars came slipping
One by one.
Millions of them
Like the dawns on us till.
Each little light was different,
One steady against the black —
Its neighbor seemed to dwindle
In the chill of the cool air...

A bright one — a dim one —
But the millions and millions
Made one lovely crown
For our earth to wear.

I wish
To watch my friends
Go on their way
And not to think
I’d have to say
Which way was best.

I think I’d be
A happy man
If I could go on
Catch-come-catch can
On life’s long road.

I love you when I’m sane.
I’ve suffered with it, it’s suffered with me,
And we’ll suffer together some more.
I’ll pick me up a Cadillac
When the Revolution comes,
And roll along all by myself
And slip around the bums.
I’ll grab the Tuscaloosa,
Or the doctor’s motor boat,
When I need some money, just give me yours
And I’ll float and float and float.

Have You Got The Spirit?

That the spirit of St. Valentine’s Day has not been lost is proved by the Pledge School, which will have its yearly celebration on February 14th.

A novel arrangement in the first prize, planned by Miss Foster, is Valentine Week which is the week preceding Valentine’s Day. It is devoted to learning Valentine songs, making Valentines, and telling Valentine stories.

Although the children will be looking forward to February 14th, peculiarly, the most important thing is that they are being taught to carry the same spirit to everyday affairs.

Orion Mehus to Play Mendelssohn’s Concerto

Monday, February 10th, Orion Mehus will give a violin concerto in chapel. He will play the C minor concerto from Mendelssohn’s violin concerto in C minor. As an encore he has chosen the berenade in A by Ole Olson. Miss Edite Verani will accompany Orion.

The Poet’s Corner

The Earth’s Crown

Out of the dark night
The stars came slipping —
One by one.
Millions of them
Like the dawns on us till.
Each little light was different,
One steady against the black —
Its neighbor seemed to dwindle
In the chill of the cool air...

A bright one — a dim one —
But the millions and millions
Made one lovely crown
For our earth to wear.

I wish
I wish that I
Were the type of guy
Who could sit around
And roll along all by myself
In life’s long road.

I love you when I’m sane.
I’ve suffered with it, it’s suffered with me,
And we’ll suffer together some more.
I’ll pick me up a Cadillac
When the Revolution comes,
And roll along all by myself
And slip around the bums.
I’ll grab the Tuscaloosa,
Or the doctor’s motor boat,
When I need some money, just give me yours
And I’ll float and float and float.

To My Valentine

I love you in the rain,
I love you when I’m silly,
I love you when I’m sane.

Ah, such a declaration
Must set your heart aflutter,
And give an indication,
My mind is in a fog.

My mind is in a fog.

To My Valentine

I love you in the sunshine,
I love you when I’m silly,
I love you when I’m sane.

Oh, yes, my life without you
Is just a weary rut,
So dolorous and unhappy,
An open door that’s shut.

Oh, do please, make me happy,
Oh, set my mind at ease,
Oh, tell me that you love me,
Oh, will you, won’t you, please?

— H. P.
Where You Find the Seniors

In case you want to talk to some of our much demanded seniors, here's where you will probably find them.

Winona
- Blatnek was elected senator at Woodward High School, Cincinnati, Ohio.
- Mildred Kjome, Spring Grove, Ohio, who has been teaching in Owatonna, has accepted a first grade teaching position in Sioux City, Iowa.

We Introduce You To Coach Fisk's Boys

Here they are:
- "Obie" Johnson — the most musical minded boy. R. Foss — the handsome fellow. (He's actually Ty Power's double, girls.)
- "Moose" Arms — the smallest, but the team's most exciting 14 pounds. (Little, but oh! what a noise.)

The Winona's Pressimist

Fighting Irish
Clawson: "It's all wrong about the Irish being such good fighters."

McConochie: "Really?"
Clawson: "Yes, last week my brother and I and two other chaps almost knocked an Irishman silly."

Zoology
Dr. Raymond asked his class to write an essay on geese. This paper was turned in by Marjorie Haugard:

"Geese is a low, heavy-set bird which is mostly meat and feathers. His head sits on one end and two other chaps almost knocked an Irishman silly."

Organic Chemistry
Hank Duer: "Have you seen Al lately?"
Ruth Boler: "Al who?"
Hank: "Alcohol, Kernesoe him yesterday. He hasn't been seen since. Always against a fence and took a nutrath.

A Long List
Mr. MacDonald: "When that elevator fell with you I suppose all your sins flashed before your eyes."
Adamson: "Well, not all — you see, we only dropped five stories."

What A Debate Club Would Do At T. C.

It would Aims:
1. To foster the spirit of debating.
2. To advertise the name of Winona State Teachers College. It would Plan For the Future:
1. To conduct public forums. The members will meet and decide what topics they would like to discuss. These will be published in the papers. The topics will be chosen by the members, one person and one topic, and they will talk a stating their side of the question. Then the matter will be open to public discussion.
2. To sponsor one or two chapel debates.
3. To sponsor one intercollegiate debate. This year students intend to study the principles of debate so that next year they can enter intercollegiate debating.

Eddie Spencer — the most settled man.
B. Easlin — the "Bard" of the team. A good player.
M. Gabrielson — the "freshman" freshman. One of the most promising fellows.
B. Ritscher — another promising freshman.
"Stoop" Pederson — the tallest man, 6'4". "The tall blinde."

14 Points on How to Be A Model Student

1. Go to a least four shows a week — shows are educational and you are likely to see something that will help you in class.
2. Get at least twelve hours of sleep each night — sleep is very important — all should be sacrificed for sleep including the first hour class.
3. Enter class five minutes late — this method has been proved to be a good way to get yourself before the eyes of the public.
4. Join all the clubs in school — in this way you get yourself in practically all the pictures in the annual.
5. Slam your locker doors hard — this is another way of attracting attention to yourself.
6. Chew gum at all times — gum chewing exercises your jaw and thereby improves your speaking ability.
7. Leave your gum in the drinking fountain — the other students thereby obtain free Spearoist water.
8. Spend at least one hour per day talking in the halls — this is a good way to meet many people.
9. Go out for refreshments after each class — you need a lift after spending sixty minutes in class.
10. Whistle in the halls — there is nothing like striking up a little cheer.
11. Don't prepare your lessons — the art of bluffing is a great asset to life.
12. Play your radio loud and constantly — thereby the students in the next room get the benefit of free radio music.
13. Run in the halls — all students need exercise while going to and from class.
14. Talk to your neighbor in chapel — this is a good way to release pent up emotions.

Bill Raymond — the best tennis player.
D. Traxler — freshman heart-throb.
D. B. Traxler — the guy who
P. Glover — one of the big men. A good record in football, too.
Stan Breckner — Stoop's cousin. A good player.
C. Calhoun — the guy who uses other people's lockers.
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Winona Defeats Bemidji
Play Mankato Here Tonight

Peds Win Over Eau Claire

The Winona Teachers College basketball team has been knocking on the door of "upset" in the past four home games, but it wasn't until last Friday night that their dreams came true. The Peds handed the Bemidji Teachers their first loss by a score of 35 to 34.

Easton, Arns, and Foss showed the way for the Peds in the first quarter as they quickly built up a 7 to 4 lead.

After Bemidji gained a 10 to 8 lead to start the second quarter, the winners drove in and gained a 17 to 10 lead. Bemidji rallied in like manner, but they had only 10 points in the game. With ten seconds to play John Carlsen made one of two free throw chances to tie the game. In the overtime period Spencer scored the only three points.

Mankato vs. Winona Tonight

Tonight the Peds meet Mankato on their home court. Mankato has a good freshman team, one of the players being Henry Fischers, the highly touted invaders as the Buckeyes 45-23. This was composed of physical education majors and minors is sponsoring the W.A.A. to hire a bus to take the girls to the W.A.A. to hire a bus to take the girls to the Winona scoring with a field goal, Bash and Johnson scored field goals, the latter’s being in the air as the gun sounded, to end all scoring.

Overtime Contest at
Eau Claire

Tuesday the Warriors events counts with the Eau Claire Peds by dumping the Wisconsin team in an overtime contest, 47 to 44, at Eau Claire.

Eddie Spencer hit an “on” night as he led his mates with a total of 10 points; Foss tallied ten points in the game. With ten seconds to play John Carlsen made one of two free throw chances to tie the game. In the overtime period Spencer scored the only three points.

Girls Plan Athletics

Basketball Tournament Ends

As the paper goes to press only one game remains to be played in the basketball tournament. Martin’s team versus Fischers. However this one game is important for if the Marians win they will gain an undisputed championship; but on the other hand, if the Fischers, through with a win, these two teams will be tied for first place with 3 losses 1 each.

Results of games played are:
Fischers  . . 24
Martins  . . 11
Martins  . . 21
Fischers  . . 18
Fischers  . . 17
Martins  . . 9
Martins  . . 0 (default)

Bowling continues to be a popular activity on Wednesday afternoons. Among the regulars are Ruth Story, Ruth Kjos, "Scout", Windhorst, Martha Bakken, Avis Nelson, Leona Halstenrud, Kathryn Sandberg, Harriet Palm, Evelyn Sohn, Dotti Johnson, Stella Harris, Anita Paulay, and Agnes Kjos. Who the best is among these hard workers, for it seems that the girls have a policy of not getting the same twice in succession.

Today the Play Day's class composed of physical education majors and minors is sponsoring a play day for all junior high school girls in Winona.

Looking to the future we find some important dates to keep in mind:
February 13—State W. A. A. convention held on the Hamline University campus. All liberal arts colleges, teachers colleges, and the University will be sending delegations. From our college Shirley Snyder, president of the W.A.A. and Leona Halstenrud will go.
March 15—All state college day play held at Mankato Teachers College. Tentative plans have been made by the W.A.A. to hire a bus to take the Winona girls to the play day. Any girl who has participated in either fall or winter activities is eligible to go with the group.
March 19—All-college girls party sponsored by the physical education department. The party will be centered around a carnival theme.
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